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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 107’0

AN EMPIRICAL EQUATION FOR THE COEFFICIllNTOF HEAT TRANSFER

TO A FLAT SURFACE FROM A PLANE HEATED-AIR JET

DIRECTED TANGENTIALLY TO THE SURFACE

By John Zerbe and James Selna

SUMMARY

An investigation of the heat transfer to a surface from
plane heated—air jets discharged tangentially to the su”rface-
was conducted to provide heat—transfer relationship-erequired
in the design of heated-air jet installations for aircraft
windshield fog prevention.

Experimental temperature, velocity, and heat—transfer
data were obtained by tests in which the initial jet tem–
perature and velocity were varied from 101° to 156° E and
from 52 to 218 feet per second, respectivel~~. The jets were
produced by three nozzles of different depths: namely,
0.102, 0.313, and 0.547 inch.

The resulting data were correlated to yield relation-
ships for the maximum profile jet velocities and temperatures
and the coefficients of heat transfer from the jet to the
surface, in terms of the nozzle-exit jet ve’locityand tem-
perature and of the distance from the apparent jet origin.
The test results are presented in tabular form and the
correlations of the data are illustrated graphically,

INTRODUCTION

During an analytical investigation of the use of heated-
air jets to prevent fog formations on the inside surface of
bullet–resisting windshields, it was found that the required
heat-transfer data were not available; conseouently~”the ..__

present investigation on the heat transfer to a sur~aee from —
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a plane heated–air jet directed tangentlall~ to the surface
(hereinafter designated as a surface jet) was undertaken.

The rate of transfer of heat from a surface let to the
surface at a point any distance from the nozzle e~it may be
defined as equivalent to the product of a coefficient of heat
transfer and the difference between the maximum ~ro:ile tem-
perature in the jet and the temperature of the surface at
that point. The coefficient of heat transfer is dependent
principally upon the jet velocity and temperature. Eauations
establishing the relationship between the jet velocity and
the major jet parameters of unheated surface jets are avail-
able in reterence 1 and theoretical temperature relationships
for freely expanding heated jets are available in reference
2. The application of this information to heated-surface
jets has not been previously accomplished and there are no
available expressions for the coefficient of heat transfer
for surface jets.

The purpose of the present investigation was to establish
relationships generalizing the variation of velocity, te&-
perature, and coefficient of heat transfer in heated-surface
jets in order that a rational approach to the use of heated-
air jets for fog prevention could be made.

—
The investigation included the experimental evaluation

of the velocity, temperature, and heat—t~ansfer character-
istics of heated-surface jets emerging from nozzles of three
different configurations at several initial velocity and

.-

temperature Condition. The resulting data are correlated
in terms of the jet properties at the jet nozzle exit and the
relationships developed are generally applicable to the heat
transfer from surface jets to smooth flat surfaces when the
heat flow to the surface Is comparable to that which prevails
in a plane heated–air jet installation for aircraft wind-
shield fog prevention.

This fnvestig~tion was conducted as part of a general
study of aircraft windshield fog prevention ‘whichwas under-
taken by the Ames Aeronautical Laboratory at tk,erequest of
the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department.

The symbols used in this report are defined as fo-l~ows:

c constant

d surface jet-noazle depth, feet
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reference surface jet-nozzle depth (1/12 ft)

distance from apparent jet origin to nozzle exit
(d/tan cc),feet

coefficient of heat transfer for surface jet, Btu per
hour, sauare foot, ‘I’

thermal conductivity of Lucite plate, Btu per hou~,
square foot, ‘I’per foot

thermal conductivity of air, Btu per hour, square foot,
‘F per foot

distance from nozzle exit to point under consideration,
feet

thickness of Lucite plate, feet

barometric pressure, inches of mercury

unit heat transfer through the Lucite plate, Btu per
hour, square foot

maximum profile jet temperature at any distance x, ‘F

jet temperature at nozzle exit, ‘F

ambient—air temperature, ‘F

temperature of top surface of Lucite plate, ‘F

temperature of bottom surface of Lucite plate, ‘F

maxinum profile jet temperature rise above ambient-air
temperature, at any distance x, ‘F

jet temperature at nozzle exit above ambient–air tempera-
ture, ‘F

velocity at any point in the jet, feet per second

maxinum profile jet velocity ah any distance x, feet per
second

jet velocity at noz?le exit, feet per second

distanae from apparent jet origin, feet
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d

Y distance perpendicular to surface, feet

4

v distance perpendicular to surface where jet velocity.r
is one-half Um, feet

hx
T Nusselt number

_ Reynolds number
w

P -density of air, slugs per cubic foot

a angle of expansion of surface jet, degrees

M absolute viscosity of air, pound-seconds per square
foot

EQUIPMENT AND TEST PROCEDURE

.

The test equipment employed (fig. 1) consisted of a
.* surface jet nozzle discharging heated air over a Lucite

plate (12 in. wide by 24 in. long by 1/4 in. thick), which
was mounted above an ice bath. Surface—type thermocouples
were installed on the upper and lower surfaces of the Lucite
plate (fig. 2) at four stations 5, 10, 15, and 20 inches
from the nozzle exit, to measure the temperature drop through
the plate. The thermal conductivity of the plate (k~ =
0.125 Btu/hr, sa,ft, O1’/ft)was determined experimentally
and the plate was employed as a heat meter.

Jet velocities and temperatures were measured in a
vertical plane extendin~ through the lengthwise center line
of the plate. These measurements were made with a velocity– ‘“
temperature probe (fig, 1) containing a total and a static
pressure tube and a thermocouple probe+ A micromaaometer
was employed to determine the jet velocities

.-—
and the .Iet

temperatures and Lucite-plate surface temperatures were
indicated b.va Brown, direct–reading, self—balancing
potentiometer.

Tests were conducted with three surface jet nozzles
.- (fig. 3) 0.547, 0.313, and 0.102 inch deep at the nozzle

exits herein designated as nozzles A, B, and c? respectively.
Each nozzle was 12 inches wide. In order to insure uniform

-- jet air flow, the nozzles were all designed to have the
exit depth and width prevail for a length of at least 10 .._—
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nomzle depths before the nozzle exit. Nozzle-exit jet tem—
peratures of approximately 100° and 150° F together with
nozzle-exit velocities ranging from 50 to 220 feet per second
were employed during the tests. Five to nine tests were—&~n–
ducted with each nozzle, and during each test, measurements
of the maximum profile velocity and temper=.turein the jet
and of the heat transferred through the Lucite plate were
obtained at each of the four instrumented stations, Velocity
profiles were measured at each station during several of the
tests conducted with nozzle B.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the tests are -presentedin table I.
The jet velocities given were calculated from the difference
between the total pressure in the jet and the ambient stat”~c
pressure. The static-pressure measurements in the jet were
not used in these calculations because the etandard static
tube employed erroneously recorded large negative pressures,
Other investigators (references 1 and 3) usin~ similar
equipment also found this to be true. However, when more
refined equipment was employed, they found the correct static
pressure in the jet to be approximately on~half percent of
the dynamic pressure above ambient static pressure. There–
fore, the error involved in using the ambient static pres—
sure is negligible. The rate of heat transfer through the
Lucite plate and the coefficients of heat transfer were
evaluated by the relationships

and

A typical set of the velocity profile data obtained
during the tests of nozzle B has been plotted nondimen-
sionally, u/urn as a function of YIYr* in figure 4. The
curve drawn on this plot is from a similar plot given in
reference 1 for velocity profiles in an unheated surface
jet. Since the experimental points Conform to the curvel
it is evident that the jet temperatures and the heat trans-
fer from the jet had no measurable effect on the velocity

-. —
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profiles. Thus, it was concluded that relation:hips defin–
ing jet velocities in unheated surface jets could be apnlied
equally well to heated surface jets. Concerning the maximum
profile velocit~es reference 1 states that the maximum pro—
file velocity ‘Um~l at a~~m~~int xl is related to the
maximum profile velocity at any other point x2 in
the same jet by the relationship

(1)

where x (fig, 5) is the distance from the apparent jet
origin to the point under consideration and may be defined
as

x =L+e (2)

where
d

e = (3.)
tan a

The angle a is indicated from the data of reference 1 to
be approximately 8* and this value is in agreement with
that observed during the present tests. Measurements of
the maximum profile velocities for each nozzle showed that
the initial velocity U. was equal to Urn for a length
of approximately 4d from each nozzle exit. Thus, equation
(1) may be written as follows:

(4)

This relationship IS compared to the test data in figure 6.
The experimental points conform to the curve (eouation (4))

to a better degree at the higher values of
e+4d
x

,and it

is probable that the relationship is not strictly v~lid at

low values of
e+4d

Low values of
ei-4d

x“ ~ are encountered
at distances x which are large with respect to the ouantity

.-

e + 4d, a constant for any given nozzle depth. The maxi–
mum deviation of any of the points from the curve is less
than 30 percent.
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Theoretical temperature data for freely expanding plane
jets (reference 2) show that the maximum profile jet tem-
peratures above ambient–air temperature are proportional to
the maximum profile jet velocities. Thus the maximum pro-
file jet temperature data given in table I were plotted
nondimensionally (em/eo) as a function of velocity (Um/Uo)
in figure 7. The plot provides the relationship

(5)

The maximum deviation of any of the test points from equa-
tion (5) is less than 25 percent. Eauation (5) assumes
that the heat transfer to the surface has a negligible
effect on the temperature in the jet. This assumption is
based on the fact that the heat transferred to the surface
is very small in comparison with the heat content of the
jet and its validity is amply verified by figure 7. l?urther-
more, the heat flows obtained during the tests are com—
parable with those which would prevail in a plane heated–
air jet installation for aircraft windshield fog prevention,

The coefficient of heat transfer h is presumed to be
defined from the theory of similarity of heat transfer(refer–
ence 4) as

* = C(y)n (6)

where c is a constant for any given surface jet, By use
of ea,uations(3), (4), and (6) a constant c1 may be defined
for any surface jet as follows: If two surface jets with a
common jet origin but of nozzle depths d and dl, re–
spectively,are operated so that at a distance xl from the
apparent jet origin each has the same maximum profile tem—
perature and maximum profile velocity, the velocity profiles
at the point xl will be the same for each jet and there-
fore the coefficients of heat transfer for each jet at that
point will be identical. Thus from eauation (6)

n
c (Uo) = c, (Uo): (7)

The combination of equation (7) with eouations (3) and (4)
yields
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and eauation (6) may he written in terms of
.

:= ..” [u& (:)’]”

c1 and dl as

(8)

Values of hx/k
an’ (~! (:)*

have been evaluated

in table I using a value of 1/12 foot for dl, this value
being defined as d~. Logarithmic plots of hx/k as a”

function of
(%jf;~

for each nozzle tested as well

as a comparison of these plots are presented in figure 8.
The maximun deviation of any of the test points fron the _
mean curve for any of the plots is less than 20 percent.

The curves of figure 8 all have a slope of 0.65; thus
n = 0.65 for all the jet nozzles tested. The plots for
nozzles A and B show c1 to be 0.16, while that for nozzle
C yields a value of c1 of 0.21. It is probable that the
value of 0.16 is more reliable, for as pointed out with re—
gard to the velocities, the expressions developed herein may

e+4d
not be strictly valid at low values of and all thex

data for nozzle C were taken at low values of
e+4d

. (See
x

fig. 6.) Also, the values of .d may change slightly during
actual test operation, and an.vchange in d would affect
the value of (d/dr)* for nozzle c by a greater amount
than it would for the other nozzles, Furthermore, little
consideration need be given to the data of nozzle C since
nozzles of such a small depth (d = O.1O2 in.) would have
little practical use. Thus, the equation recommended for
the evaluation of the coefficient of heat transfer for sur-
face jets is

.

--4
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where d= is equal to 1/12 foot.

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Moffett Field, Calif., February 14, 1946.
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(a)Sideview

Figs.1,3
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(b)Frontview ~ ,
Figurel.-Sideandfrontviewsof surfacejst

testapparatus.=
..

Figure3.-SurfacejetnozzlesA,B,andC.
(Righttoleft.)
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